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Abstract: 

Due to the fact that project scheduling under resource constraints problem is one of the most 

intractable problems in Operations Research, it has recently become a popular area for the 

latest optimization techniques, including virtually all local search paradigms. The sheer 

diversity and momentum of activity has made developments in project scheduling 

increasingly difficult to track and assimilate.  

This paper provides a high- level bibliography, structured overview and limited critique of 

nine project scheduling under resource constraints problems; resource-constrained project 

scheduling problem (RCPSP), preemptive resource-constrained project scheduling problem 

(PRCPSP), generalized resource-constrained project scheduling problem (GRCPSP) , 

resource-constrained project scheduling problem with generalized precedence relations 

(RCPSP-GPR), Time/cost trade-off problems (TCTP) , Discrete time/resource trade-off 

problems (DTRP), Multi-mode resource-constrained project scheduling problems (MRCPSP), 

Resource levelling problems (RLP) and Resource-constrained project scheduling with 

discounted cash flows (RCPSDC). The current developments, strengths, and weaknesses of 

the scheduling approaches to the stated problems are considered. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

According to a research conducted by Standish Group in 2009, only 32% of projects 

succeeded, meanwhile 44% did not finish within their initial time limit and budget, 24% 

completely failed (Standish Group, 2009). Therefore, there is a huge demand for better project 

planning and scheduling practices. Effective project scheduling is critical to the success of a 

project. The objective of scheduling is to find a way to assign and sequence the use of these 

shared resources such that project constraints are satisfied and overall costs are minimized.  

Interest in new approaches to project scheduling has been stimulated by a variety of 

pragmatic and theoretical considerations. Among theorists the development of complexity 

theory and maturation of artificial intelligence have begun to redirect the body of scheduling 

research. Theoretical advances now appear to have legitimized research on innovative 

heuristic search procedures which are applied to more realistic scheduling problems. These 

problems and procedures appear to be more robust than optimization-based scheduling and 

for this reason hold greater promise for commercial adaptation. Taken as a whole, current 

market, technological, and theoretical developments have made solutions to both 

long-standing and newly emerging scheduling problems the subject of intense applied and 

theoretical research.    

Recent advances in the theory and practice of project scheduling cut across traditional 

disciplinary boundaries. Different research communities have begun to address different 

aspects of project scheduling under resource constraints problem, bringing to bear a variety of 

different research traditions, problem perspectives, and analytical techniques. As a 

consequence, the project scheduling under resource constraints literature has escaped its 
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traditional locus in operations research, management science, and industrial engineering. 

Research on project scheduling recently has been reported in proceedings and journals 

principally concerned with control theory, artificial intelligence, system simulation, 

man-machine interaction, large-scale systems and other branches of engineering and 

computer science. The sheer diversity and momentum of activity has made developments in 

project scheduling increasingly difficult to track and assimilate.  

Project Scheduling under Resource Constraints Problems 

Project scheduling under resource constraints problems are characterized by presence of both 

precedence constraints and resource constraints. Evans and Minieka (1992) stated that the 

combination of constraints greatly complicates the scheduling problems and gives rise to 

many non-polynomial (NP) problems. Precedence constraints force an activity not to be 

started before all its predecessors are finished. Resource constraints arise as follows: in order 

to be processed, activity j requires kjr units of resource type r ∈ R during every period of its 

duration.  An overview of Project Scheduling under resource constraints concept is given in 

fig 1.  

Precedence relations 

 

      

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: An Overview of Elements of Complex Project Scheduling Problems 

It is difficult to find an exact solution for project scheduling under resource constraints 

problems (Demeulemeester&Herrolean, 2002). The reason for this is that such problems are 

known to be Non-Polynomial (NP) hard (Leung, 2004; Kolisch& Sprecher, 1996; 

Demeulemeester&Herrolean, 2002; Kolisch&Hartman, 1999).   

Formally, a Project Scheduling under resource constraints problem is defined as the 

following: 

Given: A set of tasks T, a set of resources R, a capacity function C: R   N, a duration 

function D: T   N, a utilization function U: T X R   N, a partial order P on T, a deadline d. 

Find: An assignment of start times S: T   N, satisfying the following: 

1. Precedence constraints: if t1 precedes t2 in the partial order P,  
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then S(t1) + D(t1) ≤ S(t2) 

2. Resource constraints: For any time x, let running (x)= {t∣S(t) ≤ x ＜S(t) + D(t)}. Then 

for all times x, and all r ∈R,  𝑈𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑡∈𝑟𝑢𝑛 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 (𝑥𝑛𝑛𝑔 ) U(t,r) ≤ C(r). 

3. Deadline: For all tasks t: S(t) ≥ 0 and S(t) + D(t) ＜ d. 

Table 1 shows a classification of project scheduling under resource constraints problems.   

Table 1: Classification of Project Scheduling under Resource Constraints Problems 

 RCPSP PRCPS

P 

GRCPSP RCPSP-G

PR 

DTRTP MRCPSP RCPSPDC RLP TCTP 

Objective make 

span 

make 

span 

make span regular make 

span 

regular NPV NP

V 

NPV 

Precedenc

e relations 

FS(0) FS(0) P GPR FS(0) FS(0) FS(0) GPR GPR 

Resources R R R R R R,N,D R none R 

Resource 

availabilit

y 

constant variable variable variable constant variable Constant - variab

le 

Resource 

requireme

nts 

constant constant constant variable constant constant Constant - variab

le 

Pre- 

emption 

no yes no no n no No no no 

Time/reso

urce trade- 

offs 

no no no no yes yes No no no 

Resource/ 

resource 

trade- offs 

no no no no no yes No no no 

Given: FS (0) = finish- start precedence relations with zero time lag. 

P = precedence diagramming= SS, SF, FS, FF precedence relations with minimal time lag; 

GPR = generalized precedence relations= SS, SF, FS, FF precedence relations with minimal and/or maximal time 

lag. 

R = renewable resource types; N = non-renewable resource types; D = doubly- constrained resource types. 

This paper presents an overview that grew out of a desire to assess the breadth and practical 

implications of contemporary project scheduling under resource constraints research and 

practice. We have attempted to be comprehensive, although the pace of current activities and 

the limits of space prohibit guarantees against even significant omissions. Wherever possible, 

we rely on reference to original research papers and reports and current texts to provide 

accurate and detailed exposition of the rich sub- structures within the text. The first section 

introduced project scheduling and project scheduling under resource constraints problems. In 

the next section we shall state the attributes of a project scheduling environment which 

constitute the scheduling objectives. Then we shall proceed to classify and explain the project 

scheduling under resource constraints problem under nine groups while providing the sense 

and direction of current developments of each project scheduling under resource constraints 
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problem group. Finally, we shall provide concise concluding remarks.   

2. QUALITIES OF A PROJECT SCHEDULING DOMAIN 

Make span 

A complex project schedule must be implemented within a certain duration/ span. For a 

cyclical project environment, where the same or similar sets of projects are repeated in a 

regular cycle, this time horizon is specified with project outputs adjusted regularly with 

respect to changes in the input level. Except for a long-term closure, it is unlikely that a 

project system actually will be idle at the end of a scheduling horizon. The ability to specify a 

final system states can be a desirable attribute of a scheduling approach. 

Task Size and Costs 

Discrete parts of a project are grouped into tasks for implementation. Minimum size of a task 

are typically established by management decisions based on the project outputs, technologies 

and resources involved while maximum task sizes are typically governed by performance 

needs and amount of work to be done. It is required of a scheduling approach to determine 

task sizes as product scheduling constraints and objectives, represent interruptions in project 

implementations and account for process- dependent initialization times and costs. 

Process Routing 

In a classical project scheduling problem, it is expected that tasks are carried out in a strict 

technological order. However, in reality process routings can be far more complex and even 

more dynamic. The process routing can vary dynamically given the underlying conditions. 

Ideally, a scheduling technique would need to be highly flexible with respect to the types of 

process routings it could capture. 

Random Events and Disturbances 

In theory, project scheduling formulations, process times, release times and due dates are 

deterministic (tasks, equipments, manpower and resources are available at all times). In realty, 

this tends to not be so. A scheduling approach needs to be capable of representing the 

stochastic scheduling environment. This includes random events and disturbances such as task 

timing, equipment failures, manpower unavailability, material stock outs, as well as variable 

job process times, release times and due dates. 

Performance Criteria and Multiple Objectives 

The classical project scheduling formulation usually specifies a single optimality criterion, 

such as minimum make span or minimum tardiness. Such criteria tend to implicitly maximize 

equipment utilization over the (unspecified) scheduling time horizon. Actual project 

environments clearly embrace multiple, conflicting and sometimes non commensurate 

constraints and performance objectives. While management typically seeks to minimize costs 

and maximize the utilization of high- ticket equipments and resources, scheduling objectives 

also frequently include objectives directed towards minimizing operating stresses. A 

scheduling technique will be required to capture and balance a great variety of performance 

criteria. 

A given scheduling approach might be classified according to how it represents and deals 

with these complexities. Since to a greater or lesser degree every project environment is 

unique, the appropriateness of a given scheduling approach might be assessed by how well its 

assumptions correlate with the important features of a particular target project environment. It 

is unlikely that a single scheduling technique can usefully represent all of these complex 
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problem attributes in their full richness. For the most part, each scheduling paradigm 

considered in the following section addresses only a subset of these attributes.  

 

 

3. RECENT TREND IN SCHEDULING TECHNIQUES FOR PROJECT 

SCHEDULING UNDER RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS PROBLEMS 

Resource constrained project scheduling problem with generalized precedence relations 

This is often denoted as RCPSR- GPR or RCPSP/max extends RCPSP in that it allows start- 

start, finish- start, start- finish and finish- finish precedence constraints with both minimal and 

maximal time lags. The RCPSP/max can be formulated as follows: 

Minimise T(S) = sn+1 

Subject to sj - si≥δn ( (i, j)∈E         (1) 

        𝒊∈𝑽:𝒔𝒊 ≤ 𝒕＜ 𝒔𝒊+𝒑𝒊 rik ≤ Rk       (2) 

k = 1….K, 0 ≤ t ≤ d*           (3) 

si ≥ 0 (I ∈V)            (4) 

s0 = 0              (5) 

Where, V = activities= {0, 1,…, n, n+1}; S = schedule= (s0, s1, ….sn.sn+1); K + renewable 

resource types; Each activity I, requires rik units of resource k during each period of its 

duration; d* = maximum project duration.  

Exact branch and bound algorithm 

(De Reyck and Herroelen 1998) presented a depth- first branch- and – bound algorithm in 

which nodes in the search tree represent the original project network extended with extra 

precedence relations to resolve a number of conflicts by using the concept of minimal 

delaying modes. (Schwindt 1998) provided a branch and bound algorithm that delays 

activities by adding precedence constraints. (Fest et al. 1999) provided a branch and bound 

algorithm that dynamically increases the release dates of some activities. (Dorndorf, Pesch, & 

Phan-Huy 2000) presented a branch and bound algorithm that reduces the search space with a 

significant amount of resource constraint propagation.  

Heuristics  

Franck et al (2001) proposed several truncated branch- and – bound techniques, priority – rule 

methods and schedule – improvement procedures of types tabu search and genetic algorithm 

and proved that problems could be solved with sufficient accuracy. (Cesta, Oddi, & Smith 

2002) presented a heuristic algorithm that begins with all activities scheduled as early as 

possible and then iteratively finds and levels “resource contention peaks”, by imposing 

additional precedence constraints and restarting. (Cicirello 2003) improves upon priority rule 

methods by using models of search performance to guide heuristic based iterative sampling.  

Ballestin et al( 2011) presented an evolution algorithm (EVA) using the conglomerate- based 

crossover operator, their work being based on Valls et al. (2005). The EVA applies double 

justification operators (DJmax and DJU) adapted to the specific characteristics of problem to 

improve all solutions generated in the evolutionary process. Computational results in 

benchmark sets show it is one of the fastest heuristic algorithms for the problem. Smith and 

Pyle (2004) presented a new heuristic algorithm that combines the benefits of squeaky wheel 

optimization with an effective conflict resolution mechanism, called bulldozing. Their results 
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shows that the algorithm is competitive with state-of-the-art systematic and non-systematic 

methods and scales well.  

Multi- mode resource- constrained project scheduling problems (MRCPSP) 

This problem includes time/ resource and resource/ resource trade- offs, multiple renewable, 

non-renewable and doubly- constrained resources and a variety of objective functions.  

According to Talbot (1982), the MRCPSP can be formulated thus: 

Minimize  𝑡𝑙𝑠𝑛+1
𝑡=𝑒𝑠𝑛+1 xn+1, 1, t          (6) 

Subject to   (𝑡 + 𝑑𝑖,𝑚)𝑙𝑠𝑖
𝑡=𝑒𝑠𝑖

𝑀𝑖
𝑚+1 ≤   𝑡𝑙𝑠𝑖

𝑡=𝑒𝑠𝑖
𝑀𝑖
𝑚+1 xj,m,t  ∨(i,j)∈ A  (7) 

           𝑥𝑙𝑠𝑖
𝑡=𝑒𝑠𝑖

𝑀𝑖
𝑚+1 i,m,t = 1 ∨(i,j)∈A         (8) 

           𝑟𝑙𝑠𝑖
𝑡=𝑒𝑠𝑖

𝑀𝑖
𝑚+1

y
i,m.k   𝑥

min (𝑡−1,𝑙𝑠𝑖)
𝑠=max (𝑡−𝑑𝑖𝑚 ,𝑒𝑠𝑖 i,m,s  ≤  dk    (9) 

         ∨k ∈ R
r
 and t = 1,…..,T,          (10) 

           𝑟𝑀𝑖
𝑚=1

𝑛
𝑖=1

n
i,m.l   𝑥lsi

𝑡=𝑒𝑠𝑖 i,m,t  ≤  al
n
  ∨l ∈ R

n
    (11) 

         xi,m,t ∈ {0,1}  ∨i ∈ N; m = 1,…..,Mi; t = 1,….T,    (12) 

Where,  xi,m,t =1 if acitivity i is performed in mode m and started at time t and 0 otherwise. 

Several exact, heuristic and meta-heuristic procedures to solve the MRCPSP have been 

proposed in the recent years:  

Meta- heuristics 

Khalizadeh et al (2012) presented a metaheuristic algorithm based on a modified Particle 

Swarm Optimization (PSO) approach introduced by Tchomte and Gourgand (2009) which 

uses a modified rule for the displacement of particles for the multi- mode resource 

constrained project scheduling problem with minimization of total weighted resource 

tardiness penalty cost (MRCPSP-TWRTPC). This problem involves for each activity, both 

renewable and non-renewable resource requirements depending on activity mode. A multi- 

mode particle swarm optimization which combines with genetic operator to solve a 

bio-objective MRCPSP with positive and negative cash flows was developed by Kazemi and 

Tavakkoli- Moghaddam (2011). Zhang (2012) proposed an Ant colony optimization (ACO) 

algorithm with its effectiveness and efficiency justified through a series of computational 

analyses. Van Peteghem and Vanhoucke (2011) proposed a scatter search algorithm which is 

among the best performing competitive algorithms in the open literature after they had in 

2009 presented artificial immune systems, a new search algorithm inspired by the 

mechanisms of a vertebrate immune system performed on an initial population set. The AIS 

algorithm proves its effectiveness by generating competitive results for the different PSPLIB 

datasets. Ranjbar et al. (2009) proposed a hybridized scatter search procedure to solve the 

MRCPSP.  

A scatter search approach was proposed by Poughaderi et al (2008) to solve this problem and 

computational experiment performed on a set of instances based on standard test problems 

constructed by the proGen project generator. 

Jarboui et al. (2008) and Zhang et al. (2006) applied the methodology of particle swarm 

optimization to the MRCPSP to minimize the duration of construction projects.  

Heuristics 

Ranjbar et al (2012) studied this problem as RCPSP, minimization of total weighted resource 

tardiness penalty cost (RCPSP- TWRTPC) and developed a meta- heuristic- based GRASP 

algorithm together with a branch and bound procedure to solve the problem. Coelho and 
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Vanhoucke (2011) presented a novel approach to solve MRCPSP by splitting the problem into 

mode assignment step and a single mode project scheduling step. Their result is comparable 

to state- of –the art procedures and even outperforms them with run times. A hybrid genetic 

algorithm was developed by Lova et al (2009) after they had suggested a heuristic algorithm 

based on priority rules in 2006. Bouleimen and Lecocq (2003) used the simulated annealing 

approach, Nonobe and Ibaraki (2002) proposed a tabu search procedure. Hartman (2001) 

proposed a genetic algorithm which outperforms the other heuristics with regard to a lower 

average deviation from the optimal makespan..Drexl and Grünewald (1993) suggested a 

regret-based biased random sampling approach. Slowinski et al. (1994) described a 

single-pass approach, a multi-pass approach, and a simulated annealing algorithm. Kolisch 

and Drexl (1997) presented a local search procedure. Özdamar (1999) proposed a genetic 

algorithm based on a priority rule encoding. Bouleimen and Lecocq (1998) suggested a 

simulated annealing heuristic. Jozefowska et al (2001) proposed simulated annealing 

approach to MRCPSP. 

Exact Procedure 

Sprecher and Drexl (1998) developed a branch-and-bound procedure and suggested to use it 

as a heuristic by imposing a time limit which is, according to the results obtained by 

Hartmann and Drexl (1998), the currently most powerful algorithm for exactly solving the 

MRCPSP. The branch and cut method introduced by Heilman (2003) and branch and bound 

method developed by Zhu et al (2006) are the most powerful exact methods. An exact model 

was presented by Sabzehparvar and Seyed- Hosseini (2007) for the multi- mode resource- 

constrained project scheduling problem with generalized precedence relations 

(MRCPSP-GPR) in which the minimum or maximal time lags between a pair of activities 

may vary depending on the chosen modes. MRCPSP-GPR is denoted as MPS/temp/Cmax and 

is. The proposed model is based on rectangular packing problems and its efficiency was 

analyzed in the work. 

The resource- constrained project scheduling problem 

The resource- constrained project scheduling problem (RCPSP) involves scheduling of 

project activities subject to finish- start precedence constraints with zero time lag and constant 

renewable resource constraints in order to minimize the project duration. The problem is a 

generalization of the job shop scheduling problem. 

The RCPSP can be conceptually stated as follows: 

Min Sn +1                (13) 

Subject to: Sj ≥ Si + pi  ∨ (i, j) ∈  E,         (14) 

   𝒊∈δ rik ≤ Rk  ∨k  ∈ R ∨T ∈ {0,……,T}.     (15) 

Si ∈ {0,1,……,T – pi} ∨I          (16) 

Where δ is the set of activities i that Si ≤ t ≤ Si + pi and T is an available upper bound to 

the optimal project duration (ie makespan of a feasible solution), Si denote the starting time of 

activity i(with S0 = 0). Sn+1  = the total project duration or makespan. 

A particle swarm optimization (PSO) was proposed by Bakshi et al (2012) for the RCPSP 

with objective of minimizing cost. 

Sadeh et al (2009) presented a liding frame approach which has the advantage of dissecting 

the original problem to small controllable size sub problems for which exact techniques can 

be applied and thus neutralizes the complexity of the applied algorithms. Ying et al (2008) 
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introduced a hybrid- directional planning that can make all meta- heuristics more effective in 

solving RCPSPs. A comprehensive numerical investigation showed that the performance of 

meta- heuristics significantly increased by using the technique. A hybrid local search 

technique which resembles the work of Christian et al (2003) was proposed by Igor et al 

(2007). Debels and Vanhoucke (2006) presented an electromagnetism heuristic based on 

Birbil and Fang (2003) capable of producing consistently good results for challenging 

instances of the problem under study. Javier Alcaraz and Concepcion Maroto (2006) 

presented a hybrid genetic algorithm which uses genetic operators and improvement 

mechanism and when compared with the best algorithms at the time it was published, 

performed best. S. Colak et al(2006) presented a hybrid neural approach of the adaptive- 

learning approach (ALA) which competes favourably with existing scheduling techniques. 

Debels and Vanhoucke (2005) proposed a genetic algorithm that is bi- population based and 

one of the best performing heuristics. RCPSPs were solverd by Ahsan and De-bi Tsao (2003) 

using a bi- criteria heuristic search technique in two phases: pre- processing phase and search 

phase. They subsequently proposed a weighing technique to increase the algorithm’s 

efficiency. The technique is significant in terms of solution quality and computational 

performance as their results show. Liess and Michelon (2008) proposed a pure constraint 

programming approach for the RCPSP based on the idea to substitute resource constraints by 

a set of sub- constraints generated. The applied the CP approach with a filtering algorithm for 

the sub- constraints and produced very good results. Demassey (2005) proposed a constant a 

cooperation method between the integer programming and constraint programming for 

RCPSP. The originality of their approach is to use some deductions performed by constraint 

propagation, and particularly by the shaving technique to derive new cutting planes that 

strengthen the linear programs. Optimal approaches include works by Mingozzi et al (1998) 

on 0-1 linear programming and Brucker et al(1998) on implicit enumeration with branch and 

bound. 

Discrete time/resource trade-off problems(DTRP)  

This problem according to Willy et al (1998) is formulated as follows: 

Min Minimize  𝑡𝑙𝑛
𝑡=𝑒𝑛 xnlt          (17) 

Subject to   𝑥𝑙𝑖
𝑡=𝑒𝑖

𝑀𝑖
𝑚=1 imt = 1, i = 1, 2, …n,        (18) 

           (𝑡 + 𝑑𝑙𝑖
𝑡=𝑒𝑖

𝑀𝑖
𝑚=1 )xi,m.k  ≤    𝑡𝑥𝑙𝑖

𝑡=𝑒𝑗
𝑀𝑖
𝑚=1 jmi, (i,j) ∈ H,   (19) 

           𝑟𝑀𝑖
𝑚=1

𝑛
𝑖=1 im   𝑥

min (t−1,li)
𝑠=max (𝑡−𝑑𝑖𝑚 ,𝑒𝑖) i,m,t  ≤  a, t = 1,2,….,T,  (20) 

         xi,m,t ∈ {0,1}, I = 1, 2, …,n; m = 1,2,…Mi; t =0,1….,T,     (21) 

where ei (li) is the critical path based earliest (latest) start time of activity i based on the modes 

with the smallest duration, T is the upper bound on the project duration, and H is the set of 

precedence related activities.  

The objective function (17) minimizes the makespan of the project. Constraint set (18) 

ensures that each activity is assigned exactly one mode and exactly one start time. Constraints 

(19) denote the precedence constraints. Constraints (20) secure that the per period availability 

of the renewable resource is met. Finally, constraints (21) force the decision variables to 

assume 0-1 values.   

Tabu search procedure which is based on a decomposition of the discrete time/ resource trade- 
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off problem in project networks into a mode assignment phase and RCPS phase with fixed 

mode assignments was presented by De Ryck et al (1998). They also showed that the search 

procedure competed well with other local search methods. Fundeling (2006) presented two 

priority- rule methods. The first based on a serial generation scheme that simultaneously 

determines the evolution of resource usages and the start time for an activity at a time. The 

second rile makes use of a parallel generation scheme which schedules parts of the activities 

in parallel. Erik et al (2000) presented a branch and bouind approach, Tormos and Lova (2001) 

presented an algorithm which employed a multi- pass technique, Kochetov and Stolyar (2003) 

proposed an evolutionary algorithm, Bouleiman and Lecocq (2003) proposed a new simulated 

annealing approach, Akkan et al (2005) presented decomposition- based results for certain 

benchmarks, Zhang et al (2006) adapted a particle swarm optimization based algorithm, 

Debles et al (2006) presented a hybrid scatter search- electro magnetism algorithm, Yamashita 

et al (2006) presented a scatter search algorithm to minimize the resource availability cost. 

Ranjbar and Kianfar (2007) presented a genetic algorithm, Ranjbar et al (2009) proposed a 

hybrid scatter search heuristic. Mobini et al (2009) presented an enhanced scatter search 

algorithm which compares well with existing benchmark algorithms. 

Resource levelling problems (RLP)  

This is somewhat the dual of the resource- constrained project scheduling problem. The 

general resource levelling problem may be formulated as follows: 

Let ck ≥ 0 be a cost for resource k and denoted by r
s
k(t), the resource usage of resource k in 

period t ∈{1,….T} for a given schedule S where r
s
k(0) = 0 and the resources are assumed to 

be unlimited. The objective of the RLP is to minimize some measure of variability (MV) 

evaluated over the resource usage. 

There is also the resource availability cost problem (RACP) which involves individual 

resource availabilities determining the cost of executing the schedule. Under the assumption 

of discrete, non- decreasing cost function of the constant availability of the renewable 

resource types, resource costs are to be determined.  

Leon and Balakrishnan (1995) proposed two local search heuristics and a genetic algorithm, 

which make use of problem-space based neighbourhoods. Kohlmorgen et al. (1996) 

developed several versions of a parallel genetic algorithm in a multiprocessors system (a 

system with a total of 16,384 processors). Lee and Kim (1996) developed three metaheuristics, 

a genetic algorithm, a tabu-search and a simulated annealing algorithm, and compared their 

performance. The best results are obtained by the simulated annealing algorithm. Hegazy 

(1999) proposed a gentic algorithm in optimization of resource allocation and levelling. 

Özdamar (1999) proposed a hybrid genetic algorithm (for the multi-mode variant of the 

problem). Hartmann (1998) proposed a genetic algorithm and compared different 

representations for the solutions. Mori and Tseng (1997) developed a genetic algorithm and 

compared it with a stochastic scheduling method, thus improving its performance. Alcaraz 

and Maroto (2001) proposed a genetic algorithm which outperformed existing algorithms. A 

simulation approach was proposed by Ammar and Yousseif (2002) for resource allocation 

problem in construction projects. Lombardi and Milano (2012) give a survey of optimal 

solutions including constraint programming, operations research and hybrid algorithms for 

resource allocation problems and provide an overview of the state- of – art models, 

propagation/ bounding techniques and search strategies. Kumanan et al (2004) proposed the 
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use of a heuristic and a genetic algorithm for scheduling a multi- project environment with an 

objective to minimize the makespan of the projects which when validated proved competent. 

An extended resource levelling model was introduced by Roca et al (2008) which abstract 

real life projects that consider specific work ranges for each resource. They formulated the 

model as a multiobjective optimization problem and proposed a multiobjective genetic 

algorithm- based solver to optimize it and also proposed an intelligent encoding for the solver. 

Their poposed solver reported competitive and performing results. A tree- based enumeration 

approach was proposed by Gather and Zimmermann(2009) for RLP. Hu and Flood (2012) 

presented an integrated scheduling method to minimize the project duration and resource 

fluctuation by using the strength Pareto evolutionary approach 11 (SPEA 11) and also 

proposed an innovative representation scheme for SPEA 11. Their results showed that the 

method yields better results than other methods. 

Resource-constrained project scheduling with discounted cash flows (RCPSP-DC) 

This problem involves the scheduling of project activities to maximize the net present value 

of the project in the absence of resource constraints. The project is represented by an activity- 

on-the-node (AoN) network G = (N, A), where the set of nodes, N, represents activities, and 

the set of arcs, A, represents finish-start precedence constraints with a time lag of zero.   

Generally the problem is formulated thus: 

Maximize  𝑐𝑖𝑒−𝛼𝑓𝑖𝑛−1
𝑖=2          (22) 

Subject to: 

fi ≤ fi – dj ∨(i,j)∈A          (23) 

fn ≤ δn             (24) 

f1 = 0             (25) 

Where 𝛼= discount rate; ci = terminal value of cash flows of activity i at its completion; 

deadline = δn; di (1 < i < n) = duration of an activity. If a non- negative integer variable fi (1≤ 

I ≤ n) denotes the completion time of activity i, its discounted value at the beginning of the 

project is 𝑐𝑖𝑒−𝛼𝑓𝑖 . 

Kamburowski (1990) presented an exact solution procedure for the problem based on the 

approach by Grinold (1972). Demeulemeester et al (1996) proposed an activity-oriented 

recursive search algorithm for the max-npv problem, Vanhoucke et al (2001) updated the 

recursive search algorithm and incorporated it in a branch-and-bound algorithm. The 

recursive search algorithm exploits the idea that positive cash flows should be scheduled as 

early as possible while negative cash flows should be scheduled as late as possible within the 

precedence constraints. The procedure has been coded and validated on two problem sets. De 

Reyck and Herroelen (1996) extended the procedure using the so-called distance matrix D in 

order to cope with generalized precedence relations. De Reyck and Herrolelen (1998) 

embedded the procedure of De Reyck and Herroelen (1996) into a branch-and-bound 

algorithm. Neumann and Zimmermann (2000) adapted the procedure by Grinold (1972) and 

investigated different pivot rules. Schwindt and Zimmermann (2001a) and (2001b) presented 

a steepest ascent algorithm and compared different solution procedures on two randomly 

generated test sets. Ulusoy (2001) solved a set of 93 problems from literature under four 

different payment models and resource type combinations with the GA approach employed in 

satisfactory computation times. The GA outperformed a domain specific heuristic. Mika et al 

(2005) solved a multi-mode version of this problem by proposing a simulated annealing plus 
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tabu search procedure. Test problems are constructed b y ProGen project generatorand the 

meta heuristics are computational compared. Vanhoucke (2006) presented a hybrid recursive 

search procedure for this problem and in 2010 presented a scatter search algorithm I which he 

assumed fixed payments associated with the execution of project activites and developed a 

heuristic optimization procedure to maximize the net present value of the project subject to 

the precedence and renewable resource constraints. Chen and Chyu (2010) developed a 

hybrid of branch and bound procedure and memetic algorithm which performs well for all 

instances of different problem sizes. A meta- heuristic scatter approach was developed by 

Khalizadeh et al (2011) for solving the resource- constrained project scheduling problem with 

discounted cash flows of weighted earliness- tardiness penalty costs (RCPSP-DCWET) while 

considering the time value of money. Their results show the efficiency of the propose meta- 

heuristic procedure. Vanhoucke (2009) presented a genetic algorithm to solve the single mode 

of this problem by considering a problem formulation where the pre- specified project 

deadline is not set as a hard constraint, but rather as a soft constraint that can be violated 

against a certain penalty cost. Icmeli and Erenguc (19696),Padman and Smith- Daniels (1993), 

Padman et al (1997), Russell (1986), Smith- Daniels and Aquilano (1987) and Smith- Daniels 

et al (1996) are some of the works in this area. 

The preemptive resource-constrained project scheduling problem (PRCPSP)  

This problem is an extension of RCPSP in that it allows for activity pre-emption at integer 

points in time. The PRCPSP can be formulated thus: 

Minimize fn,0               (26) 

Subject to 

fidi ≤ fj,0      for all (i, j) ∈ H          (27) 

fi,j-1 + 1 = 0                (28) 

f1,0 = 0                 (29) 

 𝑖∈𝑆𝑖 rik ≤ ak   k = 1, …., K; t =1,…., fn,0        (30) 

Where, f1,0 = the earliest time that an activity i can be started = the latest finish time of all 

predecessors of activity I since only finish- start relations with lag of zero are allowed; di = 

duration of activity i. 

The literature on solution methods for the preemptive resource constrained project scheduling 

problem is quite scarce. Kaplan (Kaplan, 1988) was the first to study the problem (PRCPSP) 

by formulating it as a dynamic program and solving it using a reaching procedure. 

Demeulemeester and Herroelen (1996) developed a branch and bound algorithm for the 

problem. S. Verma (2006) presented a best- first tree search method. Damay et al (2007) 

presented a linear programming based algorithm, Nadjafi and Shadrok (2008) proposed a pure 

integer formulation based solution method. Their objective was to schedule the activities of 

the project scheduling problem in order to minimize the total cost of earliness- tardiness and 

pre-emption penalties subject to the precedence constraints, resource constraints and a fixed 

deadline on project. Ballestin et al (2008) & Vanhoucke and Debels (2008) proposed 

heuristics for the problem. V.V.Peteghem and Vanhoucke (2010) presented a genetic algorithm 

for pre-emptive and non- pre-emptive multi- mode resource constrained project scheduling 

problem.   

The Generalized Resource- Constrained Project Scheduling Problem 

This also is an extension of RCPSP to the case of minimal time lags, activity release dates and 
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deadlines and variable resource availabilities.  

Maximize f (T)           (31) 

Subject to Ti(k) + di(k) ≤ Tj(k),  k = 1,….,.K     (32) 

(other known feasibility constraints)      (33) 

Where Ti is the start time decision variable for the activity i. The I activity decision variables 

thus compose the vector T. the parameter di represents the duration of activity i, i(k) is the 

predecessor actity of the kth precedence constraint and i (k) is the successor of that constraint. 

Kuster et al (2010) proposed a Local Rescheduling as a generic approach to partial 

rescheduling and their results show that LRS outperforms previous approaches. A specific 

evolutionary algorithm was presented by Kuster et al (2009) which identifies good quality 

solutions to relatively large- sized problems gives fast convergence on good or optimal 

schedules. Kuster and Jannach (2006) presented an evolutionary approach for solving a 

generalized resource- constrained project scheduling problem which was applied in disruption 

management. A version of heuristic which takes into account the due date of a project was 

constructed by Ballestin et al (2006). They also presented an instance generator that generates 

due dates for computational study and adapted the technique for justification to deal with due 

dates and deadlines and to show its profitability. Sampson et al (2006) proposed local search 

techniques which has advantages of handling arbitrary objective functions and constraints and 

its effectiveness over a wide range of problem sizes. Their techniques indicate a significant 

improvement over the best heuristic results reported to date for this problem. 

Zhu et al. (2005) focused on the identification of an optimal solution for classical forms of 

modification (eg. durations and resource assignments), Artigues et al (2003)concerned with 

the dynamic insertion of activities, where each occurrence of an unexpected activity 

corresponds to a disruption, Elkhyari et al (2004) provided possibilities to handle over- 

constrained networks based on the excessive use of so- called explanations, Beck et al 

proposed an approach in which a Probability of Existence (PEX) can be defined for any 

activity. 

Time/ cost trade- off problem 

This involves the duration of project activities being a discrete, non-increasing function of the 

amount of a single non- renewable resource committed to them. Three objectives are 

classified as the deadline problem aiming at minimizing the total cost of the project while 

meeting a given deadline (find Φ* subject to cΦ* = minΦ∈α{ cΦ/tΦ ≤ project deadline}, budget 

problem aiming at minimizing the project duration without exceeding a given budget (find Φ* 

subject to tΦ* = minΦ∈α{ tΦ/cΦ ≤ budget}and a third objective aiming at minimizing the project 

duration without exceeding a given budget ( when the objective is to identify the entire Time- 

Cost Problem profile for the project network, the problem is to find: 

B = {Φ*∈α/ thee does exist another Φ∈α with (tΦ≤tΦ*) ∧  (cΦ ≤ cΦ*)}.  

Where Φ = instance, cij = cost involved, tij = time involved. 

Vanhoucke and diebel (2007) in their work studied the three extensions to the time/ cost trade 

off problem namely time- switch constraints, work continuity constraints and NPV 

maximization and subsequently developed a meta heuristic to provide near- optimal solutions 

for the problems. Srivastava et al (2010) proposed a hybrid meta heuristic (HMH) combining 

a genetic algorithm with simulated annealing to solve discrete version of the multiobjective 

time- cost trade off problem. They employed the HMH to solve two cases of the problem. 
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Demeuslemeester et al (1996) presented two procedures and programmed them in C and also 

tested them on large set of representative networks to give a good indication of their 

performance, and indicate the circumstanc3es in which either procedure perform best. The 

first procedure is for finding the minimal number of reductions necessary to transform a 

general network to a seriest- parallel network while the second is for minimizing the 

estimated number of possibilities that need to be considered during the solution procedure. A 

network decomposition/ reduction was presented by De at al (1995) for this problem and 

analyzing its difficulty. They inferred that the popular project management software packages 

do not include provisions for the time- cost trade- off analyses. Richard et al (1995) had 

developed a nonlinear time – cost trade off model with quadratic cost relations, Vanhoucke 

(2005) applied a branch and bound method to solve discrete TCT problem with time switch 

constraints. 

4. CONCLUSION 

This paper has summarized an extensive array of research on the various aspects of the 

project scheduling under resource constraints problems. The importance of project scheduling 

under resource constraints problems will in future increase as the limitation on resources will 

be tighter, hence we expect to see more good portion of the project scheduling literature 

developing around the various project  scheduling under resource constraints problems 
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